Blackhawk jack parts diagram

He bought it new during the s. It began to leak down a little a few months ago. The lift arm no
longer rises when the handle is pumped up and down. I was able to pull the lift arm up by hand
and it settled slowly enough that I could make a photo with the arm partially raised. I checked to
be sure it was adequately filled with fluid, but that was not the problem. A few months before
this problem, there were bubbles coming up through the vents at the filler plug. At that time I
raised the lift arm with the handle, released the jack's valve, and let the arm fall slowly several
times to purge air from the system. Finally, one day, the lift arm would not rise at all. If filling
with fluid and purging air from the system do not restore function, there is probably internal
leakage, even though fluid is not leaking from the jack. From what I have read, forty years of
service is a reasonable time for a hydraulic jack to operate before it needs a rebuild. A word of
caution : Rebuilding this jack presented several challenges that seemed almost insurmountable
at the occurrence of each. Rebuilding this jack was much more difficult than simply replacing a
few "O" rings, and it required more than the very few hours some say are required for rebuilding
a jack. Further, I had to make several special tools to get the job done. If you want to attempt
rebuilding a jack and you are not a member of Instructables, I would encourage you to pick a
password and a screenname, and join. Doing that will allow you to download a PDF of this
Instructable for printing, or to view at any time later on your computer, assuming you wish to
consult what I have done as a guide. When putting fluid into a jack never use anything other
than hydraulic jack fluid. Do not use motor oil or brake fluid. Brake fluid makes the seals swell.
At this link you will find one man's description of how he rejuvenated his twenty-five year old
jack by flushing its insides with a solvent, letting it dry completely, and filling it with fresh
hydraulic jack fluid. It could be worth a try. I did find one manual for a floor jack that said the
fluid should be changed every year. The procedure is to place the jack over a large pan, remove
the filler plug, turn the jack on its side and let it drain. Then fill it again. Several firms sell rebuild
kits for hydraulic jacks. I found Blackhawk Parts and ordered parts on-line. My jack came with
the Fleet brand name. It should have been easy to find my jack among the listings for Fleet
jacks on the Blackhawk Parts web page and order the appropriate rebuild kit, but it was not. So,
I sent an e-mail to Blackhawk Parts with the name of the manufacturer and the model number. It
is good that I did. Although my jack has the Fleet name, it was actually made by someone else.
That is a fairly typical price for a rebuild kit. Some suggest saving money by simply buying a
few new "O" rings at a local hardware store, but that would not be a sufficiently complete
rebuild. The photo shows the parts kit I received. There are 19 separate parts in the kit,
including a number of "O" rings. Some are of neoprene molded to special shapes. There are
also some steel balls and copper washers. I decided not to open the parts kit until I was certain
the parts it contains match what I see on my jack as I dismantle it. I will have less difficulty
exchanging an unopened parts kit than I would have trying to exchange a kit I had opened, in
case the wrong one was shipped to me. In the photo you can also see the paperwork that came
with the parts kit. It will help, too, if an exchange were necessary. And, I do not want to risk
losing any parts by opening the bag early and having something roll out. The rebuild kit does
not include any instructions. The Blackhawk Parts web page offers a few cautionary and a few
safety notes, but no helps on the rebuild procedure for the Saturday mechanic. There is a very
helpful link at the e-How page that takes you to a set of photos and some useful notes on
critical stages for doing work on a low price imported hydraulic floor jack. Some of these things
would be very helpful for the proper assembly, too. Floor jacks are remarkably similar, despite
small differences. See the next step for information on helpful videos on-line. The graphic for
this step is an exploded diagram of a hydraulic jack and a list of parts. This one is from a Harbor
Freight jack. Diagrams like this one are easy to find on the Internet. Just search for "hydraulic
jack manual. You can enlarge images in your browser to see more detail, or save them in PDF
and do the same. But, if you are able to watch the videos linked in step 3, you will see how the
parts fit together, too. The day may come when those videos are no longer available on the
Internet. There are many videos related to hydraulic jacks at YouTube, but most of those are not
really very helpful for a rebuild, even though their titles are enticing. A floor jack is a really a
bottle jack laid over onto its side and installed inside a frame equipped with casters, a handle,
and a lift arm. This video shows how to remove the bottle jack unit from the frame. The floor
jack in the video is my Fleet jack with a different name and paint color on it. Some jacks are the
least bit different. You may also want to view this video. If you do not want to rebuild the bottle
jack unit yourself, you can use either of these videos to remove the bottle jack unit from the
frame of the jack and simply take it to a repair shop near you. The e-How article linked in step 2
contains a word of caution. If your jack is a cheap import, it may not be worth a rebuild. The
machining is not always as good as on the older models made in the USA. Further, the correct
parts kit may be impossible to get. You may find it more economical simply to buy a new jack.
Classic jacks made in the USA are generally considered worth the expense and effort of a

rebuild. This is a another video that shows how to dismantle a bottle jack unit. There are some
good clues in the video for reassembly. Videos sometimes disappear from the Internet.
Although it may seem redundant, I will also document all steps in this Instructable with photos
and text so that anyone using it in the future will have all needed information, even if some of
the better videos disappear one day. First photo-- The halves of the jack frame will need to be
spread to get the bottle jack unit out for repair. Loosen the nuts on the axle for the lift arm
considerably, but do not remove them. There is one on each side of the jack frame. Second
photo-- Two bolts on each side hold the body of the bottle jack unit to the frame. Remove all
four. One is partially backed out already. Although the man in the video from step 3 removed the
casters, that is not really necessary to access the bolts on this jack. I did fine without removing
the casters. Third photo-- Spread the frame members to remove the handle and its yoke casting.
I had to wrestle with this a little and take it in steps. That meant spreading the frame from one
side and then the other back and forth until the yoke's pins are free of the frame. Fourth photo
--A universal joint twists to open and close the release valve. The upper end of the universal
joint is a piece of hex stock. It fits into a hex socket in the bottom of the handle. Fifth photo --Lift
the jack frame and the bottle jack unit remains on the work surface, even though attached to the
lift arm by hinged extensions. Use a pair of pliers to remove the end of the return spring from
the pin. Sixth photo-- The rams from the jacks shown in the videos attach to the frame with a
cotter pin. On this jack a pin both holds the end of the spring and secures the block in the photo
to the top end of the ram. Flip the bottle jack unit over and drive the pin most of the way out with
a hammer and a punch. Seventh photo --This photo gives a view of how the parts are made to
hold the ram in the block with the pin that also serves to retain the upper end of the return
spring. Place the bottle jack unit into a pan and drain the oil as best you can. On the bottle jack
unit in one of the videos it was easy to work the plunger in order to extract more of the oil. The
spring on the plunger is too strong for that on this jack. Be aware that additional oil will pour
out of the jack in coming steps. Have a pan or newspaper available to catch it and minimize the
mess. The first photo shows the ram and ram nut or tank nut, also top nut at the end of the
bottle jack. Most ram nuts are hexagonal. This one has two slots for a special spanner wrench.
In the video from step 3 showing a man taking the ram nut off of a bottle jack, the ram nut came
loose quite easily. On my jack the nut was stuck on very hard. I placed the bottle jack unit into
my vise and tried to loosen the ram nut with a very large pipe wrench. I only did a little cosmetic
damage to the nut. It would not loosen. I soon realized that my workbench and vise were not
equal to the task, either. Second photo-- I decided to make a special tool. Unfortunately for
those without welders, making that tool required welding. The third photo shows the tool in use.
Check the yellow text boxes. My vise did not have enough leverage to hold the bottle jack unit,
so I bolted it upright into the jack frame and used the jack frame as my own long bar for
leverage. In order to make that work, I planted my foot against the end of the frame that is not
shown in the photo. I had to strike very hard with a 16 ounce ball peen hammer, but after about
five or six strikes, the ram nut began to move. My tool worked and I was able to loosen the ram
nut with the ram for removal from the bottle jack unit. First photo-- Unscrew the ram nut until it
and the ram can be pulled from the bottle jack unit. The ram nut simply pulls off of the top end
of the ram. The outer shell of the oil tank appears to be securely fastened to the base of the
bottle jack unit, but it is not. Press against its side and it tips off to one side immediately. There
will be some oil that runs out onto the work surface. Put down some newspaper or a pan to
catch it. Second photo --Pull the wire mesh oil filter from the iron base and set it aside where it
cannot be harmed. Third photo --Unscrew the universal joint assembly for the release valve.
Insert a magnetic tool and pull out the cone-shaped plug. The hole from which it came is visible
behind the magnet tool. Fourth photo-- Place the bottle jack unit in a vise and use a wrench to
remove the plunger mechanism. I had to tap on the end of the wrench with a hammer to loosen
it. On my jack a 1 inch wrench was required. The cylinder would normally be removed for a
rebuild. But, this one is stuck very tightly. Remember how much difficulty there was in removing
the ram nut in step 6. It screws to the cylinder, so the cylinder should be difficult to remove, too.
It is not as easy as the video linked in step 3. I tried, but could not get it to loosen. There
actually are no "O" rings or seals below the cylinder on this jack. Removing it does not give
access to any removable parts. I did notice some oil at the bottom of the cylinder appears dirty.
There are two metal plugs in the body of the bottle jack unit. Two large screws are below them.
See the text boxes again. It also has a diagram of what is inside. Scroll down to the middle of
the web page. The author's concern is that the small balls in the valves can be lost, and the jack
would become useless. Get a shallow cardboard box with no holes in the bottom or a large pan
and work inside of either one. If any balls roll away, they will be contained inside the box or the
pan. Also, extra balls are included in my kit. Even if the balls were not included in the kit,
precision steel balls can be purchased at a bicycle shop in a series of sizes. Check the link in

this paragraph for the sizes normally used. I measured them with a caliper through the plastic
parts bag. I want to do as complete a rebuild as possible. Dirt may have found its way into the
passageways where the balls are. The balls could also have rough surfaces through years of
use. If I turn the jack body back and forth I can hear metal balls rolling inside passageways. I
drilled a hole in the center of each of the metal plugs. Then I inserted a slightly larger sheet
metal screw into the hole until the threads bound against the hole I drilled. I placed a pair of
pliers under the head of the screw and pounded against the pliers with a hammer to pull the
metal plug out of the jack's body. I repeated the process with the other plug. New plugs are
included in the parts kit. The second photo shows the bottle jack unit's body, but inverted so it
was easier to hold while operating the camera. The metal plugs have been removed. Both holes
have a large screw inside them. The one on the right is recessed so far that it is not visible. It is
the safety overload valve. This valve protects the jack's seals from failing under a load heavier
than the jack's rating. When the safe range of the jack is exceeded, the safety overload valve
opens like a pressure regulator to allow oil to return to the tank rather than entering the
chamber for the ram. This screw has to be set so the safe level of pressure is not exceeded. In
order to do that at home, I carefully turned this screw and counted by half-turns until it
bottomed out. The safety overload valve should then be set very close to the original factory
calibration. One author noted that some jacks fail because the safety overload screw unscrews
itself, which sets the jack's lifting ability to a much lower threshold, and the arm may not lift
what you want to jack. I found this screw turned with enough resistance that it is not likely to
shift its position by itself. That same author also said most safety overload screws are about
two turns looser than the bottoming out point. The third photo shows the parts for the safety
overload valve in the order in which they are inserted. A new ball is included in the parts kit. The
fourth photo shows another special tool I made. The screw for the check valves is quite tight.
The blade on the screwdriver broke! It is 8 on the hardness scale. Near the end I ground the
diameter down until it fit nicely inside the recess for the screw. I kept a cup of cold water near
my grinding wheel to avoid softening the bolt with heat. I ground a rough profile by sight. I
moved the bolt to a vise and finished cutting the profile of the screw slot by means of a hand
file. I checked the dimensions with a digital caliper. When my improvised screwdriver fit the
screw and its slot, I tapped on the bolt's head to be certain it had fully seated in the slot. I used
a wrench on the bolt head and the screw came out with no difficulty, at all. I had tried to buy a
large screwdriver, but could find none this large. The fifth photo shows what was behind the
check valve screw. See the text boxes for ball sizes. It is difficult to compress the spring in the
plunger and remove the "C" retaining ring. Care must also be taken not to scratch the machined
end near the threaded end of the plunger body. This smooth end is the only seal. There is no
washer or "O" ring. See the text boxes on the first photo. I dismantled the plunger because I
was not certain if it would fly apart when I removed the nut from the threaded pin in the second
photo. I could probably have removed the old seal without dismantling the plunger, but the
threaded pin, nut, washer, and seal would have been retracted about 1 inch into the plunger
body, and it would have been difficult to pry the seal out of the plunger body without
compressing the spring in the plunger. I made a special tool for assembling the plunger body
again. See it and how it is used in the second and third photos at step The first photo shows a
paper towel I pressed into the cylinder and rotated with a screwdriver without letting the
screwdriver touch the sides of the cylinder. Be careful not to scratch the inside of the cylinder.
Jack fluid is clear. The towel shows how much dirt was in my jack's oil. In addition to sopping
up some dirty oil still in the cylinder, I poured a little clean jack oil into the openings and
passageways. Most of it collected in the opening for the plunger. At first this oil was cloudy.
After a few tries, it was clear. I think this should adequately clean the jack so that it can be
reassembled. Inspect the seats in the bottle jack unit's body for signs of rust and pitting. The
seats need to be clean and smooth. When I let sunlight shine into the recesses where there are
seats, I saw more dirt. I used a wooden dowel rod to scrape and break loose any dirt I could
find. I poured some jack oil into the holes to flush the dirt away. Second photo --Clean the
groove that receives the tank's outer shell. It has some brown dried oil residue. Something
brass would be ideal. It would be tough enough to remove the residue, but would not scratch
the machined surface. Someone said jack oil is a vegetable oil. The oil residue is certainly like
what I have seen in the kitchen from vegetable oils. I kept the bag of parts inside the same
shallow pan in which I assembled the bottle jack unit. This is so I am less likely to lose parts,
especially the steel balls. First photo --This shows the plunger body and the plunger parts. At
the left three leather seals are shown. My jack does not use these. Several different parts came
in more than one version. I think the same parts kit is sold for several similar, but different
jacks. I have some parts I will not use on my jack. In the center area of the parts are the steel
washer and the locking nut. The other two parts at the right are the old seal I removed. It has an

oily sheen. Just below it is the replacement part my jack requires. Second photo-- Coat the new
neoprene seal with fresh jack oil. During the installation of all parts, double check for any grit or
dirt sticking to the oily parts and remove it before the installation of that part. Install the new
neoprene seal, rounded end first. Install the steel washer and the locking nut. I will discuss how
tight to tighten the locking nut after treating how to install the spring assembly onto the plunger
body. I made a special tool for putting the plunger assembly back together. The wire came from
stubs of concrete reinforcement wire broken off from a friend's foundation for his new garage.
The third photo shows how this special tool is used. I chucked this tool in my small drill press.
The circle of wire at the end of the tool fits over the top of the cap for the plunger assembly. The
two straight pieces welded crosswise allow the quill of the drill press to exert pressure
downward and to collapse the spring so the "C" ring can be attached. Notice that the bottom
end of the plunger body presses against wood so the smooth machined surface is not
scratched. I used an adjustable pliers to close the "C" ring. My drill press has limited
adjustment. I used a couple of pieces of wood on the drill's base in order to achieve the desired
distance between the chuck and the surface supporting the smooth end of the plunger. Now
tighten the locking nut mentioned in connection with the first photo in steps. Push the plunger
down and let the spring cause it to return. Tighten the nut more and more until the plunger
appears it may become sluggish to return. Back the nut off just a little. Check the plunger for
dust and particles of wood. Thread the plunger into the base of the bottle jack unit. Tighten with
a wrench and hit the wrench several times with a hammer to make a good seal, since there is no
"O" ring or copper washer to make the seal. First photo --I have a dental pick I can use to
remove old seals. This "O" ring shows cracks from age when stretched a little. Match the new
"O" ring from the parts kit to the old "O" ring. Coat it with jack oil. Install the new "O" ring.
Second photo --Install the conical metal seal in the hole for the release valve. The pointed end
goes in first. Tamp on it with a small screwdriver to make sure it seats at the bottom of the hole.
Thread the release valve into the hole. First photo --The hole for the check valves has a copper
sealing washer inside it. The old washer is barely visible in the hole. Note its color. A new
copper washer is supplied in the parts kit. The old washer has compressed to fit very tightly.
There is no good way to remove it. I did not want to fill the passageways in my jack with copper
shavings from digging it out in pieces. I decided simply to place the new washer on top of what
is left of the old washer. This photo was made before the plunger and the release valve were
installed. The release valve and the plunger are not shown in this photo. Use the new balls from
the parts kit. Do all of this inside a pan or shallow cardboard box so none of the balls are lost if
one gets away from you. Tamp the parts down with a small screwdriver so they settle down as
far as possible in their hole. Carefully start the screw plug with a screwdriver. It is easy to
crossthread. Use the special screwdriver made from a hardened bolt to tighten the screw plug
with a wrench. Third photo --Install the parts shown in this photo from step 8. Drop the new ball
into the hole. Insert the spring into the open end of the cap and drop both into the hole. Insert
the screw plug. Carefully turn the screw plug until the valve assembly bottoms out. I chose not
to install the metal plugs that close the valve holes yet in case I would need to open one of the
valves during testing of the jack to correct a problem. First photo --The dental pick is too weak
to remove the ram seal on the bottom end of the ram. I used a small screwdriver. Notice how the
seal cracks and breaks after forty years. Remove the nylon collar behind the seal and clean
away any fragments. Second photo --The parts kit includes three ram seals. Two of them appear
to match the old seal in the first photo. Check the opening of the cylinder with a caliper and use
the seal that most closely matches it. The new ram seals are not very pliable. I had to press
down on the ram while it was positioned over the hole in the seal. That got it started. Then I
could wrestle the seal onto the ram the rest of the way. Third photo --The open portion of the
cup-like seal should point toward the bottom of the ram and of the jack. Clean away any gritty
pieces of dirt. Coat the new seal with jack oil. Coat the inside of the cylinder with jack oil before
inserting the ram. You should be able to pull the ram up and push it down with your hand. A
seal too large in size makes the ram very difficult to install and to move. Be careful. Never use a
hammer on the top end of the ram. On my jack I learned the hard way that it is cast iron and
chips will break off of it. First photo --Insert the wire mesh oil filter into the hole from which it
came. Second photo --Clean the tank shell, both on the edges that mate to make a seal and
inside. I found quite a bit of dirt inside mine. The dirt had not entered the jack from the outside,
but appeared to be residue that had formed from changes in the oil. I applied some jack oil to
the inside of the tank and wiped it with a clean paper towel. I did this several times until I could
no longer feel anything gritty with my fingertips. Third photo --Clean the ram nut. Replace the
neoprene seal ring inside the narrower opening. See the left text box. Clean the mating surface
where the nut seals with the tank shell. See the right text box. Place the nut over the ram and
begin turning it down as far as you can by hand. Fourth photo --This photo was also used in

step 6 to illustrate removal of the nut. Strike on the other side of the arm to tighten. Retrace
what you did in step 4, but in reverse, to bolt the bottle jack unit back into the jack's frame. The
photo is from that step. While the bolts are still loose, put the handle's yoke in place. I used
about 20 ounces of jack fluid. Around 12 ounces was used to fill the jack. The rest was used for
cleaning and flushing the bottle jack unit. Even though the bottles for the jack oil have a pointed
end, some spurts out while trying to get the bottle end to the hole, and it makes a mess. Get a
funnel with a very narrow end. This is one I made specifically for this job from some sheet
metal. I filled the reservoir in small steps. The jack's release valve was open. Occasionally I
pumped the yoke for the handle. When oil was at the level below the plug hole, I pulled the lift
arm up and let it fall two or three times. This is to draw oil through the jack. I pumped the yoke
between five and ten times to remove any air lock in the check valves. I checked the oil level
again a couple of times. Then I returned the reservoir cap. The reservoir cap appears to be
open, but actually has a small felt filter inside it. Update : After using my jack a few times, it
tends to throw off extra oil through the felt filter in the reservoir cap. I do not have the original
instructions for this jack, so I do not know exactly what the recommended fill level is for it. From
what I have read, some jacks are to be filled to the bottom of the hole while the floor jack is level
on a floor. Others vary between just covering the cylinder with oil to slightly below the fill hole.
At first I thought I might have a leak, but it was just the jack throwing off extra oil. This extra oil
may also be due to the jack evacuating air trapped inside the jack. There are bubbles in the oil
vented. One source suggested raising the jack fully and lowering it slowly twenty or so times to
remove all air that might be trapped inside the jack's passageways. Check the oil level to keep it
at the desired level. My jack worked as it should immediately. The real test is to lift something
heavy with the jack. I left the jack in this position for a few minutes. It did not leak down that I
could see. Now I can use a hammer to tap the metal caps into the holes for the safety overload
valve and for the check valves. I will check the fluid level again after I have used the jack several
times. I will also watch for signs of leakage. It is also a good idea to oil or grease all moving
parts on the jack now and regularly in the future. Troubleshooting --What do you do if you have
rebuilt your jack, but it still does not work under load? Be certain the oil level is correct. Here
are instructions on properly filling a floor jack. The jack could be air locked. Here is a link to a
document on troubleshooting hydraulic systems, like a jack. If necessary, check to be certain all
check valve balls were installed properly. Check for leaks. Conclusions --I did not find any
clearly damaged seals in my jack, other than cracks in an "O" ring on part of the release valve,
but it was a non-critical part. I did find dirt in the oil. I expect the seals were just old and less
efficient. It feels good to have my jack working again, especially since it once belonged to my
father. Rebuilding a hydraulic floor jack was much more difficult and a lot more work than I
expected from information I had gathered before I began. I found some parts were not as easy
to remove as I expected from videos and other helps that I linked earlier in this Instructable, and
I had to make several special tools. I first had to develop those in my mind. Then I had to design
them and build them with materials I already had. Fortunately, I have a welder and was able to
do that without too much difficulty. I can easily understand why many suggest a person ought
simply buy a cheap jack and replace it with another when it fails. I have a hard time doing that,
no matter how much financial sense it might make, That seems like the waste of a good tool
containing numerous carefully machined parts. An imported floor jack comparable in capacity
to mine lists for around twice the cost of the parts kit I bought, sometimes even less than twice
the cost of the parts kit. I do not know if my Fleet jack will last longer than an import jack.
Knowing all I know now, I might suggest flushing out old jack oil every decade and replacing it
with fresh, clean fluid. Even then, I am not sure draining the old fluid and refilling the jack with
new fluid would have removed all of the dirt I found. Some of it was in places that seemed to
hold the dirty oil in that particular place. The oil in the reservoir had always appeared clear and
clean. Still, neoprene seals used in hydraulic jacks do harden or crack and will fail to seal
properly in time. Owning and using a hydraulic jack is often a necessity. But, it has costs over
time. Those costs mean the eventual repair or replacement of a jack. If you choose to repair
your jack, you have the option of doing it yourself or of taking it to a shop. If you choose to do it
yourself, you will learn a lot, but it may require more of your time and be more difficult than you
expected. If you take it to a shop, there will be a cash outlay that will likely be a fair amount
greater than the cost of a new imported jack. Several times I feared I had ruined a vital part on
my jack, or was about to do so, simply because I was without knowledge and experience related
to rebuilding a floor jack. It is my hope that this Instructable will enable others who wish to do
so to rebuild a hydraulic jack with confidence and without some of the near mishaps I
experienced. I wish someone had published this before I began to rebuild my jack. It would have
saved me time and trouble. Question 7 months ago on Introduction. Answer 7 months ago.
Ajack does not get hot and accumulate burned residue. Most parts will wipe clean with a rag.

Sometimes there was residue where oil dried out. A wooden popsicle stick cut off square makes
a good tool for removing oil residue without scratching the steel. Reply 7 months ago. Thanks
for the step by step instruction, I have a Selson I am about to rebuild This will help me alot
There is one thing I learned that is worth knowing. Rebuild kits for hydraulic devices, even
pneumatic devices, sometimes include two nearly identical O-rings, but one is slightly larger.
One works, but the other does not. If an O-ring does not seem to fit, or the device does not
seem to work, check for a nearly identical O-ring. A couple of years ago, my son-in-law rebuilt a
nail gun. It did not work after rebuilding. He asked me to look at it. I replaced an O-ring with a
nearly identical O-ring that was just a little different, and suddenly the nail gun worked just fine.
I ran into something similar on rebuilding my jack. Very very good posting on rebuild of floor
jack. Will be helpful with much detail for anyone wanting to complete a jack rebuild Thanks for
all your suggestions, KneeWalker. I rebuilt a YAB and ran into some of the same problems you
did. Like you I'm not sure it was worth the trouble Reply 11 months ago. I understand. My life
situation has changed. I am retired with a car that gets about all of its service at the dealership.
We moved across the country and I left my floor jack with a brother-in-law. Here there is a
son-in-law who will lend me a floor jack when I need one, but that has not happened. But, it is
something you can check on your bucket list. Question 1 year ago on Step 2. How can I get the
diagrams for the ya snap on two and a half ton floor jacks I need them badly. Answer 1 year ago.
Question 1 year ago on Step I made a mistake by unscrewing the relieve valve by simply turning
the handle counter-clockwise with the u-joint, and now I cannot seem to threaded it back in. I
wonder if the little metal seal fell off or if it is displaced inside preventing the threads to engage.
Any tips will be appreciated? I do not remember many details from rebuilding this jack eight
years afterward. One commenter rebuilds hydraulic jacks professionally. Perhaps he can give
you more help. He is Skipper Better safe than sorry. Reply 1 year ago. It is your choice. But, I
worked carefully and found my jack completely safe when finished. As with any jack the user
wants a failsafe of sturdy blocks in case even a new jack fails or leaks down in use so the user
is not pinned under a vehicle. Phil b thank you for your info on this nice jack, I have the identical
jack had problems finding out much about it. Had to really improvise and more obstacles than I
thought beganing this project, but like you I love the old well made items from our past. Thank
you very much. Hah, what are the odds that I would find someone that rebuilt the same jack that
I have. It's survived multiple moves and now resides in Michigan. Has the same problems: won't
hold a load and now won't even pump up. I keep meaning to throw it out, but now I'll be sending
for a seal kit and giving it a go. Nice Job documenting the procedure, thanks. Introduction:
Rebuilding a Hydraulic Floor Jack. By Phil B Follow. More by the author:. About: I miss the days
when magazines like Popular Mechanics had all sorts of DIY projects for making and repairing
just about everything. Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! GeoH42 Question 7
months ago on Introduction. Answer Upvote. Phil B GeoH42 Answer 7 months ago. Reply
Upvote. GeoH42 Phil B Reply 7 months ago. Phil B house washer Reply 7 months ago. Phil,
thanks for the extra info on the O rings, will keep that in mind Kneewalker 10 months ago. Phil B
doorcountyconstruct Reply 11 months ago. Robertfab01 Question 1 year ago on Step 2. Phil B
Robertfab01 Answer 1 year ago. Robertfab01 1 year ago on Step 2. I'm having trouble rebuilding
2 ya snap-on 2 and a half ton floor jacks. Phil B vladi74 Answer 1 year ago. Phil B bbrad Reply 1
year ago. RickP 2 years ago on Step 2. BrianK 2 years ago. Sales Help? Call Sign In View Cart.
Search Help. From our headquarters in Long Beach, CA, we ship floor jack seal kits and floor
jack parts to all 50 of the United States and to countries all around the world. This is our
estimated shipping charge. If the actual charge is higher we will contact you before shipment.
Tariff: Prices are subject to change due to the tariff surcharge. Shipping: This is our estimated
shipping charge. Shipping to any destination outside of the Continental U. Copyright Lazzar's
Floor Jack Company. All rights reserved. Lazzar's also does not imply that any part shown is
the product of any manufacturer mentioned herein. Site designed by Zbra Studios. Email Us Call
support hcrcnow. Search Help Please enter your floor jack or mo
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del number as accurately as possible: Do not use spaces Do not include special characters or
dashes. Parts - Blackhawk View Cart. Air Motor Parts. Steel Ball For orders of 6 or more please
contact via email for price. U34X - Item No. Circuit Power Very Very Limited. CB - Item No. As
part of this purchase we require your old core to be sent back to us. Please contact us to make
these arrangements after purchase. K - Item No. PK - Item No. Hydraulic Repair Seal Kit. RK Item No. U30X3 - Item No. U30X6 - Item No. U30X9 - Item No. U32X5 - Item No. U33X8 - Item No.
Circuit By-Pass Locate the part numbers you need and send us an email. We do not have this as

a kit any longer. We may have some parts. U33X9 - Item No. Circuit Speed Locate the part
numbers you need and send us an email. Air Motor Seal Kit. Repair Kit This is our estimated
shipping charge. A - Item No. D - Item No. FZ - Item No. H - Item No. Frame Tie Rod. Plunger
Cup. RC - Item No. S - Item No. SJA - Item No. SJ4K-3 - Item No.

